Virus-Like Particles of mRNA with Artificial Minimal Coat Proteins: Particle Formation, Stability, and Transfection Efficiency.
RNA has enormous potential as a therapeutic, yet, the successful application depends on efficient delivery strategies. In this study, we demonstrate that a designed artificial viral coat protein, which self-assembles with DNA to form rod-shaped virus-like particles (VLPs), also encapsulates and protects mRNA encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) and luciferase, and yields cellular expression of these proteins. The artificial viral coat protein consists of an oligolysine (K12) for binding to the oligonucleotide, a silk protein-like midblock S10 = (GAGAGAGQ)10 that self-assembles into stiff rods, and a long hydrophilic random coil block C that shields the nucleic acid cargo from its environment. With mRNA, the C-S10-K12 protein coassembles to form rod-shaped VLPs each encapsulating about one to five mRNA molecules. Inside the rod-shaped VLPs, the mRNAs are protected against degradation by RNAses, and VLPs also maintain their shape following incubation with serum. Despite the lack of cationic surface charge, the mRNA VLPs transfect cells with both EGFP and luciferase, although with a much lower efficiency than obtained by a lipoplex transfection reagent. The VLPs have a negligible toxicity and minimal hemolytic activity. Our results demonstrate that VLPs yield efficient packaging and shielding of mRNA and create the basis for implementation of additional virus-like functionalities to improve transfection and cell specificity, such as targeting functionalities.